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ALKING in step along the 
tarmac with Captain “Chick” 
Bevan, leader of B Flight to 

which he had just been assigned, Charlie 
Warner, a replacement fresh from pilots’ 
pool, stared at the night shrouded skies to 
the east and frowned in disappointment. 

“So this is the Front, eh?” he grunted 
aloud. “Can’t even see the flash of a single 
gun. I sure hope you have more action in 
the air than the troops seem to have on the 
ground, Captain.”  

The B Flight skipper smiled and 

flipped his cigarette butt through the 
darkness. 

“We do, Warner,” he said quietly. 
“The gunners are just taking a rest tonight. 
Probably doing the same as us—waiting 
for our friend, the Flying Cloud, to come 
over to make his usual nightly visit.”  

“The flying what, sir?” the fledgling 
asked. 

“The Flying Cloud, but his name is 
von Schultzenbenz. He has an all white 
Fokker with some new engine in it that 
can take him up to twenty-three thousand 
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feet. Just fifteen hundred feet above our 
ceiling, in Camels. Every morning he sits 
up there and photos our whole sector while 
we flounder helplessly around underneath 
him. And every night he pops over with 
another ribbing note for us. There’s a 
standing reward of one thousand francs for 
the man who gets him. It’s been so for two 
months, now.”  

“A thousand francs for him?” Warner 
murmured. “Just for one Hun? Boy, I 
could sure use—”  

At that moment the night heavens 
became filled with the ungodly howl of 
wings, wires, and struts rushing earthward 
at terrific speed. 

“That’s him!” Bevan shouted and ran 
toward the ground pit guns. “Coming over 
to give us the usual rib. Damn him, 
anyway. I’ll—”  

The rest was lost in the savage yammer 
of the ground pit guns crackling into 
action. All the lights about the field went 
out, and the long pencil beams of a 
searchlight battery stationed a half mile or 
so away shot up toward the black sky. 
Back and forth they swung, crossing and 
recrossing each other as they groped about 
in a frenzied effort to find the night caller 
and bracket him so that the anti-aircraft 
guns could speak their piece and not waste 
too much ammo. 

But when they finally did pick up the 
milk white Fokker it was so low over the 
center of the drome that the Archie 
gunners would have had to bang shells at 
the hangars and hutments to do any good. 
And, as a matter of fact, the plane was 
traveling at so great a speed that it was 
there one second and gone the next. True, 
the ground pit gunners did fire a few 
rounds but they did no more damage than 
to poke holes in thin air. 

Then all the shooting stopped and 
every eye was fixed on the lighted 
message-dropper flare that seemed to hang 

pinned against the black curtain of night. 
When it floated closer to the ground, pilots 
and mechanics alike rushed out onto the 
field. A non-com won, picked up the 
dropper and handed it over to the C.O. 

“A package this time, sir,” the non-
com grinned, and pointed at the little box 
tied to the dropper with string. 

 
S everyone clustered around, the 
C.O. took out the letter, gave it a 

quick glance, then untied the string about 
the box. Inside the box was a little hand-
carved flight of stairs. 

“The bum!” somebody growled. 
“Rubbing it in with presents, huh? What 
wouldn’t I give to get him in my sights, 
just once!”  

Nobody made any answer to that. They 
were all pressed close to get a look at the 
letter the C.O. held in the beam of a 
flashlight. It was written in a neat hand, 
and read: 

 
Gentlemen of Ninety-Six Squadron: 
I suggest that you use the accompanying little 

present to its best advantage. By placing it on the 
top wing of your ship it might help you to get the 
additional altitude your Camels need to reach me. 

Incidentally, the new camera is giving 
wonderful results. Tell your Infantry H.Q. they did 
a very poor job camouflaging the Contreau road. 
Also your very “secret” ammo dump south of Issy 
sticks out like a sore thumb in every picture I take. 
I’ll be up over you as usual tomorrow at dawn. I 
beg of you to all come up and see me. I’ll be 
waiting. 

Your disrespectful enemy,  
The Flying Cloud. 

 
P. S. If Charlie Warner bas arrived at the 

squadron be sure to bring him along.  
 
As the new fledgling read the 

postscript his eyes bugged out and there 
was a sudden queer tightness in his throat. 

“Holy smoke!” he gulped. “That’s me! 
He knows my name!” 

The C.O. glanced up from the letter, 
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and there was a stiff smile on his lips.  
“Don’t get feeling important, 

Lieutenant,” he said. “That’s nothing 
unusual. The German Intelligence knows 
of every new pilot we get, almost before 
we do. But our Intelligence knows the 
same about them, so it all evens up. That’s 
just his way of showing he’s smart.”  

“And that’s what he is, too!” Chick 
Bevan grated. “Smart, damn smart. As 
long as he sticks up there where we can’t 
get at him, our infantry is tied hand and 
foot. They can’t move up a single 
company, let alone guns and stuff, without 
its showing up on his plates.”  

“Then for the love of mike, get the 
guy! What the hell, he’s got to come down 
sometime! Smack him then. It should be a 
cinch.”  

The words were out of Charlie 
Warner’s mouth before he even realized 
he’d spoken them. Instantly silence settled 
over the group and the eyes of veteran 
airmen looked steadily at a fledgling who 
hadn’t yet made a single trip over the 
lines. The C.O. finally spoke.  

“That’s a very good idea, Lieutenant,” 
he said quietly. “We’ve all tried it, and 
failed. You’re next. Captain Bevan will 
take you up tomorrow—just so’s you can 
sort of look things over. Good luck.”  

With a nod the C.O. turned and started 
over toward the squadron office. But he 
took only a few steps, stopped and looked 
back at Warner.  

“You probably know that there’s a 
thousand francs for the man who nails this 
Flying Cloud,” he said. “Well, the Wing 
colonel phoned about an hour ago to say 
that he’s personally boosting that up to 
two thousand francs. And that’d be a lot of 
money, even back home.” 

 
S THE fledgling stood wishing he 
could jump in a hole and pull it in 

after him, one of the other pilots stepped 
close to him and put on a mile wide grin. 

“Don’t spend the money all in one 
place, will you, greenhorn?” he grunted. 
“Yeah, it should be a cinch for you to get 
him.”  

One or two other similar comments 
were made, and when once again Warner 
and Bevan stood alone on the tarmac, the 
fledgling’s face was a dull red way out to 
the tips of his ears. 

“Maybe I will at that!” he growled. 
“But, hell, I didn’t mean anything personal 
by that crack. It—well, it just sort of came 
out.”  

“They’re not sore at you, Warner,” 
Bevan said. “But there’s a good rule to 
remember here at the front. Keep your 
mouth shut until you know what you’re 
talking about.” 

Having stuck his neck out once, the 
cocky fledgling was just sore enough to 
stick it out again. 

“Well, what’s wrong with my idea?” 
he said. “He can’t stay up there forever, 
that’s a cinch. And—”  

“And when it’s time to come down,” 
the flight leader cut in evenly, “he simply 
heads the hell and gone east, leaves you 
far behind, and then slides down to 
wherever his damn’ drome is. Take a tip, 
Warner. Just forget about the Flying Cloud 
until you get dry behind the ears. I’ll take 
you up at dawn, as the C.O. ordered. After 
you’ve landed, I think you’ll feel the way 
we do about von Schultzenbenz. Simply 
that you’d gladly cut his throat for 
nothing, but still can’t help but hand it to 
the guy.  

“I mean, he could stick down and nail 
a couple of us without much trouble. But 
he won’t make use of his advantage. Just 
stays up there thumbing his nose at us and 
taking pictures. Well, let’s have a drink on 
it.”  A 
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Warner agreed and silently followed 
the other over to the mess, but his thoughts 
were not on the drink to come. On the 
contrary they were on the postscript of the 
Flying Cloud’s rib note, and it gave him an 
eerie feeling in the pit of the stomach to 
have an enemy write his name in a note 
when he hadn’t been at the Front five 
hours yet. 

“Say, Skipper,” he stopped Bevan just 
outside the mess, “did the guy ever put 
anybody else’s name in a note?”  

“No,” the other replied. “And I’ve 
been thinking about that. Damn’ funny at 
that. You don’t happen to know the 
gentleman by any chance, do you?”  

There was a grin on the flight leader’s 
lips, but Warner took the question in all 
seriousness. 

“Know him?” he echoed. “Hell, no. 
And Schultzenbenz is the kind of a name 
nobody would ever forget, so I know 
damn well I’ve never heard it before. But 
this is a promise—I’m going to get to 
know him better.”  

“You undoubtedly will,” was the flight 
leader’s dry comment, “if you stay in this 
squadron that long.” 

 
T dawn next day practically the entire 
squadron was on the tarmac to watch 

Bevan and Warner take off on a trip up to 
high air for a look at the Flying Cloud. As 
the fledgling warmed up his engine several 
pointed comments were tossed his way. 
Most of them were in the light of good-
natured kidding, but for Warner the war 
had suddenly taken on an entirely different 
meaning. 

To have his name in a dropped 
message gave him the feeling that be had 
been virtually watched by the enemy ever 
since the day he had enlisted. He didn’t 
like that a bit. But least of all did he like 
the way his explosive remark had been 
received by the veterans of the squadron. 

And so, some ten minutes later, when he 
followed Captain Bevan off the field he 
was determined to make good somehow—
or bust a gut in the attempt. 

At sixteen thousand the flight leader 
leveled off for a bit to get more 
accustomed to the rarefied air. Both ships 
had long since passed through the cloud 
scud. Warner hadn’t the slightest idea 
where he was, but Bevan was there ahead 
of him, and so long as he kept the flight 
leader in sight he’d get back home. 

When the altimeter dial was quivering 
at the twenty-thousand mark, Bevan 
waved a hand and pointed up to the left. 
Warner took a look, saw nothing but pale 
blue sky for a moment, and then suddenly 
glimpsed a white blur cutting across the 
blue some three thousand feet above him. 

The Flying Cloud! In the hazy air the 
all-white Fokker looked like a bit of cloud 
scud on the loose, being whipped along by 
a stiff high wind. 

Leaning forward for a better look, 
Warner suddenly felt his nose go down, 
and before he could pull out of the dive his 
plane had lost over three hundred feet. 

Cursing softly he worked the ship back 
up to the twenty thousand foot mark again, 
and then, practically inch by inch, lifted it 
up to twenty-one thousand, five hundred. 
But that’s as far as he could get it up. 

The white Fokker was still coasting 
about fifteen hundred feet higher, as 
though its pilot were on a joy flight over 
Berlin instead of on a photo patrol over 
enemy-held ground. 

Then suddenly the Fokker whipped 
around and started down in a wild power 
dive. A power dive aimed straight at 
Warner. The fledgling jumped in the seat, 
then shouted with joy. 

“Doesn’t come down, eh?” he shouted. 
“Well, we’ll tangle right now.”  

He slammed the stick over and tried to 
cut around in a dime turn. But he had 
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forgotten about his height, and the next 
thing he knew the Camel had fallen over 
into a spin and was heading earthward. At 
just an even one thousand feet below his 
starting point he managed to pull out. 
Glancing up he saw the Flying Cloud pull 
easily out of his dive and go sailing back 
up again, but not before the German 
leaned over the side and waved his free 
hand in a derisive gesture. 

The high altitude made Warner’s blood 
pound in his head. He lifted the nose of his 
Camel and fired a long burst straight 
toward Heaven. 

“Damn you, come on down and fight 
like a man!” he roared. 

As though the German had actually 
heard the words, the Fokker started down 
in another dive, and the crackle of a 
Spandau yammered across the sky. But 
almost instantly the Fokker nosed up 
again. It was a gesture that even Warner in 
his fit of momentary anger couldn’t 
possibly miss. In short, the Flying Cloud 
was showing that he could shoot at 
nothing but thin air, too. 

For a full half hour Warner tried every 
possible way to get his ship up even five 
hundred feet more, but the Camel and its 
engine just couldn’t take it in the thin air. 
He’d almost do it and then without 
warning the Camel would slop over on one 
wing and he’d lose more altitude than he 
had gained. And then at the end of the half 
hour the all-white Fokker swung around 
toward the seat, its pilot waved a cheery 
good-by, and before Warner could get his 
sluggish ship around, the German pilot 
was lost to view in the high altitude haze 
far to the east.  

Then, and then only, the fledgling 
remembered that Captain Bevan had been 
with him in the air. He looked around, saw 
no sign of the flight leader’s ship, and felt 
clammy hands grab at his heart. He 
glanced downward, knew sudden relief. 

Bevan was drifting around at nineteen 
thousand, patiently waiting for the kiwi to 
come down. 

Anger bright in his eyes, Warner lost 
altitude, and followed his superior officer 
back home. When they had landed, Bevan 
came over to his ship. 

“Get the idea now, Warner. I could see 
by your actions you were fit to be tied. 
Well, that’s just how he makes us all feel. 
It’s just no soap, that’s all. The guy has got 
something we haven’t got. We just have to 
take it and like it, that’s all.”  

“That was the first meeting,” Warner 
said doggedly. “There’ll be others.” 

 
HE flight leader looked at him, said 
nothing, turned on his heel and 

walked away. Presently, when some of the 
fledgling’s anger died away, he realized 
that he’d spoken out of turn again, so he 
hunted up Bevan and took back his 
remark. 

“Forget it,” the flight leader grinned. 
“All of us have felt that way at one time or 
another. Getting so close to the guy, yet 
being so far away, makes you want to bite 
nails. Well, you’ve had your turn, and the 
gang knows you’ve learned your lesson. 
So forget it, and forget the Flying Cloud. 
Hell, that’s the only thing you can do 
about it. Some day we’ll get better 
engines, and then it’ll be our turn. Just let 
it go at that.”  

The fledgling tried—until late that 
night when the Flying Cloud paid his usual 
visit and dropped something. The flare-
dropper brought down a thin square 
package this time, and it was addressed to 
Charlie Warner personally. Inside was a 
picture of the sector from the height of 
twenty-two thousand five hundred feet. 
But in the picture also was a Yank Camel 
upside down and in the act of falling into a 
spin. On the back of the photograph was 
written: 
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Dear Charlie: 
Welcome to the war. Here’s a picture of you 

upside down, but I don’t think it’s any worse than 
the way you look right side up. Unless you’ve 
changed, of course. 

And, as I recall, your face never could do that. 
Why not go on a strict diet and then come up and 
see me again? I’ll be up there every day rain or 
shine. And in case you’re- worried, I promise not 
to shoot you down; After all my job is taking 
photos. Will I be seeing you? 

The Flying Cloud.  
 
“Say, what goes on here?” the C.O. 

exclaimed as he read the words. “He 
writes like he really does know you!”  

The stern questioning gaze in the 
C.O.’s eyes didn’t help Warner’s red rage 
a single bit. It was bad enough for the 
Flying Cloud to kid him individually, but 
to create the impression—that they were 
friends— 

“I don’t know him, and I never heard 
his name before last night, sir!” the 
fledgling shouted. “But I want your 
permission to keep after him until I get 
him. And so help me I’ll get him if it’s the 
last thing I do in this war!”  

“It’s a very quiet front,” the C.O. said 
dryly, “so I guess we can spare you—for a 
week. Go ahead. It’ll be good high flying 
practice for you. But you’ll have to fly 
your regular patrols, of course.”  

With those words ringing in his ears, 
Charlie Warner began a seven-day 
campaign to rid Allied air of a very sharp 
pain in the neck. For ‘the first two days he 
did little else but make a fool of himself. 
The Flying Cloud made a boob out of him 
in the air, and then rubbed it in with a note 
dropped at night. 

But on the third day, lightning struck 
the fledgling in the form of a brainstorm. 
From out of nowhere came an idea that at 
least stood a chance. True, it was a one in 
a million chance, but at least a chance. The 
Flying Cloud had been kidding him, eh? 
Well, it was his turn now to do a little 

kidding! 
 
HAT day Warner worked his ship up 
to twenty one thousand feet, but made 

no effort to take it higher. Acting as he had 
on the three previous meetings, he pulled 
the nose up, fired a long challenging burst, 
and’ then promptly fell over into a floppy 
spin. Instantly the .all white Fokker 
streaked down in its usual dive, let fly a 
few rounds at thin air, and then went 
streaking up again before Warner had 
pulled out of his spin. 

That night there came the usual note, 
but the fledgling took it with a grin for the 
first time. And he took the kidding of the 
others with a grin, too. And the next day 
he went up to an altitude just a hundred 
feet lower than he had hit the day before. 
The same routine was followed by the 
Flying Cloud, and another note was 
dropped that night. It was the same on the 
fifth day, and the same on the sixth. And 
on the sixth night the C.O. came to 
Warner. 

“Well, tomorrow’s your last chance, 
Lieutenant,” he said. “And from the notes 
dropped these last six nights it looks like 
it’ll be the same tomorrow. Or are you 
going to work a miracle?”  

“No miracle, sir,” the fledgling replied 
evenly. “Just one guy showing another he 
can be smart, too. There’s still one day to 
go.”  

The C.O. gave a little shake of his 
head and walked away. 

“I’ll get him, I’ll get him!” the 
fledgling repeated to himself. “Yeah, even 
if it’s the last thing I do in this damn war.” 

He slept on that grim thought and then 
took off at dawn for his seventh and last 
chance to put the Flying Cloud out of the 
sky. As he had on the last four tries he 
took the Camel up to twenty thousand, 
nine hundred feet, and pushed it about in 
slow sluggish circles, his eyes fixed on the 
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upper air for his first glimpse of his 
antagonist. 

. For twenty minutes there was no sign 
of the Flying Cloud. Little fears began to 
pluck at Charlie Warner’s heart. Was he to 
be cheated of his last chance? Had the 
Flying Cloud been transferred to some 
other sector? Had— 

But all that was wrong, for before 
Warner could complete the last thought 
the all-white Fokker appeared out of 
nowhere. It dipped down toward him a bit 
and its pilot waved the usual morning 
greeting. Ignoring the greeting, the 
fledgling pushed his ship this way and that 
as though battling for more altitude. In an 
angry gesture he pulled the nose up a bit 
and fired a long challenging burst. Then he 
flopped over on wing tip and into a spin.  

Body braced, every nerve and fibre of 
his entire being on the alert, he snapped a 
quick glance back over his shoulder and 
saw the white Fokker start down in its 
follow-through dive. In a flash Warner 
hauled back on the stick, rammed the 
throttle wide open and came roaring up out 
of the spin in a thundering power zoom. 
Split seconds whipped by before the 
Fokker pilot realized that the fledgling had 
yanked out of the spin and was racing up, 
guns blazing. But the instant he did realize 
what was what, the German streaked out 
of his dive and went hell-bent toward 
heaven. 

The Camel began to pound and 
flounder. But Warner kept both guns 
pumping lead and swore through clenched 
teeth. He had failed. His trick had been a 
wash-out. The Fokker had skipped up out 
of range. 

“By God, no!” Warner cried the next 
instant. “I did nick him. I did. He’s coming 
down!” 

 
T WAS true. The prop of the Fokker’s 
engine had stopped straight across the 

nose, proof enough that the fledgling’s 
bullets had chewed through the gas feed 
line, and the plane was dropping by the 
nose and slanting earthward in a long flat 
glide. Shouting and cursing for joy, 
Warner swung around toward the gliding 
Fokker, waiting for it to get down to his 
altitude. 

The German dipped down into a 
steeper glide, but with a dead engine he 
didn’t stand a chance. Warner was on top 
of him in practically nothing flat. Then the 
German gave up. He raised both hands 
above his head in a gesture of complete 
surrender. The fledgling relaxed and let his 
thumbs fall away from the trigger trips. 

“Two thousand francs!” he breathed. 
“Now maybe those lugs will agree that a 
fledgling can be smart, too.”  

He stuck his head over the side and 
took a look down at the ground. Cloud 
scud had closed in, shutting off his view of 
any familiar landmarks. But that didn’t 
matter to him. Just so long as he cut off 
any attempt on the part of the Flying 
Cloud to reach German ground it didn’t 
matter what part of France they landed on. 

No sooner had he had that thought 
when he jerked his thumbs up to the 
trigger trips. The white Fokker had 
suddenly glided sharply to the left. 
Instantly, Warner closed in and drilled a 
short burst past the German’s wings. . 

“The hell you do!” he roared, and 
pointed to the right. “None of that tricky 
stuff. You’re all through being smart!”  

Twice more the German tried to ease 
his ship around to the left, but each time 
the fledgling was right on top of him, 
forcing him to swing back to the right. . 

 
HEN the surprise came. When the 
German was five hundred feet over a 

stretch of level ground bordered on three 
sides by woods, he stuck his nose down to 
the vertical and shot earthward like a I 
T
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streak! Too late Warner realized what the 
German was pulling. By the time it took 
Warner to make a fast landing with his 
Camel, the German was on the ground and 
touching a match to his Fokker. The white 
ship was a mass of flames before Warner 
could run over. 

A tall good looking lad with a pleasant 
grin greeted him. 

“Sorry, Charlie,” the German said in 
perfect English, “but my orders were to 
prevent either the camera or the ship from 
falling into enemy hands. Well, as I 
suspected, you haven’t changed much 
since we were in the sixth grade together 
in good old Boston Grammar School.”  

Warner pulled up short, with the shock 
of that, and stared hard at the Flying 
Cloud. There was something familiar 
about the eyes. 

“Damned if I remember going to 
school with any von Schultzenbenz,” he 
grunted, keeping the German covered with 
his automatic. 

“It was Schultz in those days,” the 
German smiled. “When I returned to 
Germany in ‘thirteen I took the full family 
name. Then war came and I was yanked 
into service. And—well, it’s good to see 
you again, Charlie. Hope you didn’t mind 
the kidding. At least I didn’t shoot you 
down, and I could have done just that the 
very first day. But congratulations — you 
certainly fooled me today. I thought you 
were at top ceiling, and floundering into a 
spin. But you weren’t, were you?”  

“Schultz, huh?” Warner grunted and 
stared harder. “Yeah, I do remember you, 
now. Himie Schultz, we called you. And 
you used to figure yourself pretty smart in 

those days, too. Nope, it wasn’t top 
altitude for me. I can be smart, too. For the 
last four days I’ve been making you think 
that was as high as I could get. Get it? I 
still had a good six hundred feet for the old 
power zoom out of a fake spin. Nope. No 
Schultz, or von Schultzenbenz, can 
outsmart a Warner. Guess that’s 
something you didn’t remember about our 
school days, eh? Why, I remember one 
time when you thought that you could do 
me out of— Hey, who are those guys?”  

A squad of men in strange looking 
uniforms had come out of the woods, and 
were trotting across the field.  

“Call it even up, Charlie, and no hard 
feelings,” the German grinned. “You 
outsmarted me once today, so I had to 
return the compliment. I took a chance you 
didn’t know exactly where we were, so I 
banked to the left, and kept trying to do it. 
Well, I was banking toward the Allied 
lines, Charlie, and you thought it was 
toward Germany. So you made me go 
more to the south—as I had hoped you 
would. Do you speak Swiss, Charlie? 
Because those soldiers are Swiss guards. 
We’re on Swiss ground, and that means 
the end of the war for you and me. As a 
matter of fact, I think the War is about 
over, anyway.” 

Charlie Warner gulped, took another 
look at the men moving across the field, 
then grinned sheepishly and blew a kiss 
into the air. 

“Good-by to two thousand francs,” he 
said. Then added with a shrug. “What the 
hell, I made good at that. I said I’d get you 
even if it was the last thing I did in this 
war. It was—the first, and the last.” 

 


